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Future Events
Mikes Peak to the Arch………………………………………………………………………..5th July
Courtney Gap Lookout………………………………………………………...…………….12th July
General Meeting…………………………………………………….……………..…….……15th July
Smalley’s to Western Ridge…………………………………………….…………………..16th July
Sydney Heads …………………………………………………………………………………19th July
The Arch, Cape Hillsborough ………………………………………………………………26th July
Mt St John…………………………………………………………………………...………2nd August
Cave Rescue Practice Weekend…………………………….…………………….1st & 2nd August
Maud Creek Camp ……………………………………………………………………8th & 9th August

Weed Identification
At our next meeting, Wednesday
15th July, a representative from
Mackay Regional Council will
speak to us about weeds in the
local area and help us to be able
to identify them. This will take
place at 7.30 before the actual
meeting
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From the Editor
A reminder to all that memberships need to be renewed at this time of the year.
For anyone wanting to have Mackay Bushwalkers logo printed onto their shirts, just take them to “Twisted Creations”
Embroidery which is located at Shop 3, 120 Sydney St – near the corner of Evans St. They have the design
programmed into their machines and the cost is around $7.50 per shirt.
Enjoy the month everyone!

Our Publicity Officer is June Bradley

zippa2@southernphone.com.au
Please email June any photos you think would
look good in the newspaper

Items for the next newsletter should
be sent to
jennywooding@dodo.com.au
prior to 26thJuly

Key to Walks Grading System
Distance
S = short – under 5km
M = medium – 5-10km
L = long – over 10km

Terrain

Terrain

1-3 = Graded or open terrain, no scrub
1-3 = Easy, suitable for beginners
4-7 = Bush, minor scrub, rainforest,
4-7 = Medium, reasonable fitness required
Rocks, creeks, rockhopping, scrambling
8-10 = Hard, strenuous, fit walkers only
8-10 = Bush as above + thick scrub, major rock
Scrambling using hands, technical

Future Events
All trip leaders please ensure you collect the club gear bag from Garry before
undertaking your walk.

Please contact the leader to nominate for all walks
This will be a somewhat tougher than usual
walk due to the terrain, long grass and hidden
obstacles. Once up on the ridges there are no
shortcuts back. Total walk distance is about
7kms and the vast majority of it is in long grass
with the potential for stumbles under every
step.
The walk will start from the Mt Adder Road in
Homevale NP, near the turnoff to The Arch.
Beginning with a 1.5km cross country bash
over and through various gullies to the base of
a ridge which we will then follow up to the
summit of Mikes Peak (655m high) for morning
tea. We will return via an alternate 2km long
snaking ridge, narrow in places with a steep
descent at the end (tough on the knees). From
here we will work our way across to the “arch”
where we will probably have lunch. Another

Mikes Peak Ridges to The Arch
Sunday 5th July
Leader: Jenny Wooding 49440236 /
0447091532
Depart: 6:00am
Journey: 240kms $24.00
Map Ref: Mirani 2nd Ed 626 263
Grade: M67
Estimated walking time: 6 hours Total of all
uphill sections: 300m Pace: average Terrain:
very uneven, hidden obstacles underfoot, lots
of up and very steep descents in places
Vegetation: open scrub, very long spear grass
Expect: Long grass all day, trip hazards and
obstacles hidden in grass underfoot, limited
shade, no water, some scrambling across
gullies.
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cross country bash will be undertaken back to
the cars. Time permitting we may get the
chance to explore another rock formation on
the way back.
The reward for this slog will be spectacular
views of the features of Homevale NP from
various points along the ridges, you will get to
see, Sydney Heads, The Marling Spikes,
Clarks Pinnacle, The Bluff, Diamond Cliffs, Mt
Britton and peer through the eye of The Arch
from above.
It is essential you bring sufficient water and
food to enable walking the entire day in the
open sun.
Wearing of gaiters is recommended and note
the 6am start.

Depart: 7am
Journey: 80km $8
Grade: M55
Estimated walking time: 4-5 hours. Pace:
Average Terrain: Taped walking track, then
uneven scrub to rocky ridge. Expect: Some
steep sections. Fabulous views
The plan is to follow the taped trail from
Smalley’s Beach up to the “morning tea rocks”.
From there we leave the trail & head through
scrub to the end of the narrow rocky ridge with
more great views up & down the coast.
Depending on the group we might descend to a
cliff overhang. We will have lunch somewhere
in this area. We may also check out some
other cliff overhangs on the way back down to
Smalleys Beach. Bring water for the whole
day.

Courtney Gap Lookout
Sunday 12 July

Sydney Heads
Sunday 19th July

Town coordinator: Coral Morgan 49578474
Leader: Telina Lambert
Depart: 7am
Journey: 80 km $8.00
Grade: S65
Location: Just past Sarina off the Rifle Range
Road
This is an exploratory walk which has only
been assessed part of the way. The first part is
climbing up an overgrown bush track with some
steep pinches. Near the top we branch off the
track into thick scrub to find the lookout. From
the rocky ledge there are views of Sarina,
Jilalan and good views of the coastline. There
is possibility of further exploration along the
ridge if time permits. It is planned to make it a
round trip by dropping into the Willy creek
catchment and connecting with Courtney Gap
Road back to the cars. The owner of this
section of the creek has warned against
stinging plants so protective gear is advised.

Leader:
Garry Hendicott 49440236
Depart:
6 am
Journey:
250km $25.00
Map Ref:
Mirani 8655 Easting 663728
Northing 7631090 (GDA94)
Grade:
M55
Estimated walking time: 6 hours Total of all
uphill
sections: 350m Pace: average
Terrain: uneven, long grass, hidden obstacles
underfoot, slopes, loose scree Vegetation:
Forest, dense vegetation in places especially
on top. Expect: steep slope with loose scree,
rocky outcrops with height, trip hazards, sun,
no water and magnificent views.
Sydney Heads is the most prominent feature in
Homevale National Park rising to a height of
921 metres. Although a short walk of just under
5kms the rewards are spectacular, all of
Homevale can be seen from this vantage point.
We will visit a rocky outcrop (cliff edge) on the
Northern end overlooking the Diamond Cliffs
and then traverse the top of the heads to the
highest point at the Southern end overlooking
the Marling Spikes, Mikes Peak and Mount
Britton.
The ascent up Sydney Heads requires a
scramble up (and down) a loose scree covered
slope. Care must be exercised here to avoid
dislodging material onto other walkers.
4WD or high clearance 2WD is recommended
to reach the departure point on Mt Adder Road.

Induction 6.45pm/ General Meeting 7.30pm
Wednesday 15th July
Downstairs room, Mackay Family Care and
Community Support Association Centre 60
Wellington Street, Mackay. Newcomers and
visitors welcome. Induction by Frances and
Kerry
Smalley’s Beach to CH Western Ridge
Thursday 16 July
Leader: Penny McMahon 49514287
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Numbers may be limited depending on the
availability of suitable vehicles.
Note the early start.

Britton and Teemburra areas to the east and
the Glenden area to the west.
Be prepared for long grass and scratchy
vegetation so longs are recommended. You
will need to carry water for the whole day.

Cape Hillsborough – The Rock Arch
Sunday, 26th July,
Leader: Penny McMahon 49514287 or e-mail
Penny_mackay@msn.com
Depart: 7 am
Journey: 80km $8.00
Map Ref: Cumberland Islands 127850
Grade: S45
Estimated walking time: 4 hours. Total of all
uphill sections: almost nil. Pace: Average.
Terrain: Initially along National Park track,
beach, rocky foreshore sections, boulders,
some sharp rocks. Expect: Some rockhopping,
some sharp rocks – gloves advisable. Possibly
hot with not much shade in some sections.
Bring plenty of water as there is none available
along the walk. Great views.
We will commence the walk along the National
Parks Track at Hidden Valley, then make our
way to the “beach” (rocky foreshore). The tide
should be low enough for us to get around the
headland without wet feet. We will inspect an
impressive sea cavern, which affords great
views & hopefully we may spot some turtles.
We will then continue along the foreshore
around some more headlands to another
impressive feature the Rock Arch. There will be
time to beachcomb along the way & who
knows what treasures we may find! Don’t
forget – hat, sunscreen & water.

Cave Rescue Practice Weekend
1st and 2nd August
Cave Rescue practice week end - The
Chillagoe Caving Club are organizing a cave
rescue week end at the caves in the Mt Etna
area just north of Rockhampton on the week
end of 1/2 August. If anyone is interested
contact
Steven
Morgan
for
more
information (0418882817,
steven.morgan61@gmail.com).
Maud Creek Falls Camp
Saturday 8th and Sunday 9th August
Leader: Steven Morgan (4954 0037, 0418 882
817)
Depart 7:00am
Journey: 200km $20.00
Camp Fee: $5.75 per person.
Map Ref: Mirani 607767 (all grid refs for this
walk are AGD 66)
Day 1:
Estimated walking time: 5 hours Total of all
uphill sections: 0m Pace: average Terrain:
very uneven terrain Vegetation: rain forest,
open forest Expect: some steep slopes, some
rockhopping, lantana, leeches, swimming
holes, creek crossings
Grade: M86
Day 2:
Estimated walking time: 5 hours Total of all
uphill sections: 280m Pace: average Terrain:
very uneven terrain Vegetation: rain forest,
open forest Expect: some steep slopes,
lantana.
Grade: M86
What to bring: Adequate backpack, water
proof sleeping shelter, sleeping bag, wet
weather gear, food for 2 days, cooking stove
(NO OPEN FIRES ARE ALLOWED) and
cooking and eating equipment, reliable torch,
personal first aid equipment.
On Saturday we will take the standard route
from the end of Chelman’s Road into Maud
Creek Falls. With a whole day at our disposal
we should have no problems reaching the falls.
We will camp a short distance above the falls

Mt St John
Sunday 2nd August
Leader:
Frances Eiteneuer 49576028
Depart: 7:00am
Journey:
200km $20.00
Map Ref:
Hillalong 549495
Grade: M65
Estimated walking time: 5 hours. Total of all
uphill sections: 450m. Pace: slow uphill,
average down. Terrain: very uneven.
Vegetation: open forest. Expect: some
steep slopes, steep scrambles, long grass,
spear grass, lantana.
Mt St John is a small prominent mountain in the
Crediton area. Good views should be available
from the summit. Mt Dalrymple to the north, Mt
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where there is some flat ground. There is
plenty of good creek water supply for camping.
Maud Creek Falls themselves can be
descended without too much difficulty with the
assistance of a handline.
On Sunday, we will leave the creek more or
less immediately and the day from then on will
be “dry”. We will head up the “likely ridge”
towards the end of Black Snake Road hoping to
meet up with advance point that we achieved

on our recent day walk in the area, and then
follow the day route track to the end of Black
Snake Road.
As this camp is a through walk, we will need to
arrange some sort of car shuffle.
You must book to attend this walk with the
preferred booking method being email
steven.morgan61@gmail.com and including
your phone number in the email.
Bookings close Wednesday 5 August.

Previous Activities
Maud Creek Falls via Black Snake Road
10 May 2015
With information that Black Snake Road was trafficable for the first time in at least 30 – 40 years, nine
of us set off to see if this gave useful access to Maud Creek Falls. We travelled to the end of the road
without much fuss, although pushing the last 50 metres took a casualty on the Patrol. Up to that point
the road would have been trafficable by a conventional vehicle in dry weather. Our plan was to follow a
likely ridge more or less direct to Maud Creek Falls. The going was tough with thick vegetation – vines
and lantana. We made slow progress and covered a meagre 1km along our likely ridge before we
abandoned the project and laid plans for a second assault. The jury is out as to whether the Black
Snake Road access will be useful for access to Maud Creek Falls.
Homevale Camp
6th – 8th June
Going out to Mt Britton for a long weekend camp seemed like a good idea and that’s exactly what it
turned out to be. 13 of us met out there at lunchtime on Saturday and tents were quickly erected before
eating and setting off for our first walk for the weekend.
10 of us set off to scale the hill on the Western side of the camp but 3 decided to take the more
leisurely way of walking up the old road which starts near the cemetery. We bashed our way up the side
and it wasn’t long before we reached the first top –
the one which is visible from the campsite. From
here we could see the next top and the one we were
aiming for. We continued up and it wasn’t too long
before we reached our goal and not long after the
others joined us. I for one think it is worth going up
the side through the long grass because of the
magnificent views it affords along the way. Once
there we enjoyed afternoon tea and made plans for
the afternoon. I was keen to head back and to light
a fire to get some coals happening so I could cook a
gourmet meal in the camp oven. Garry was going to
stay on with those who wanted to linger and take photos of Sydney Heads and the Spikes with the
changing late afternoon colours but all decided to come straight back.
Back at camp as the sun dropped the temperature plummeted. Most donned beanies and extra layers
of clothes but we enjoyed sitting and chatting around the campfire before heading off for an early night.
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Next morning we were up early, stoking the coals to heat water in the communal bill. It was chilly and
Clive pointed out it was 5° but once the sun came up it quickly warmed to a glorious day.
Most of us set out to walk up the 4WD track to the lagoon. I had never seen this lagoon so was keen to
make its acquaintance. Coral opted to miss the morning walk but wanted to meet up with us for the
afternoon exploratory. We left her with a radio to keep communication open, arranged a meeting place
and set off. The track afforded us great views along the way. We soon could see the rocky outcrops
(small spikes) which we intended to explore in the afternoon and it wasn’t long before we were level
with the Bluff and then above it.
We arrived at the Lagoon in time for smoko and we took our time circumnavigating it and taking photos.
Several of us agreed it would be great to backpack in and camp nearby to observe the bird and animal
life which would drink there early morning and late
afternoon.
We radioed Coral to say we were heading back and could
be at the meeting place earlier than planned. She tried to
delay us saying something about needing to cook potatoes.
I told her there were 10 of us and would all enjoy a freshly
cooked potato with our lunch. She ignored that.
We made our way back down the track to the meeting place
where we would have lunch and wait for Coral. Again we
called up to say we had arrived and she said something
about needing to eat potatoes, don boots etc. We asked if
potatoes could be consumed while walking and suggested putting skates on. Most people had a rest
after eating but I decided to explore a nearby creek. Coral must indeed have put skates on as in no
time at all her and Daphne appeared but alas no potatoes for us. Kelvin and Daphne headed back to
camp while the rest of us went exploring.
It only took a short time to reach the first rocky
outcrop and what an amazing place it turned out
to be. We scaled it from the side we had reached
it from and found a large cave at the top – Wow
and the colours in the rocks were bright and
colourful. I decided to collect some samples to
take back to school. As we were working our way
around to the other side of the rock we were trying
to decide on a name for it. On arriving at the other
side we were amazed to find a large rock arch
with a “wave rock” wall behind it. Now this was
impressive so we decided on the name of Hidden Arch Rock with a subtitle of Rock Coral has Never
Been to Before. That alone makes it special.
After so much exploring we realised we wouldn’t
have time to go to the next rock formation but
that is OK as it leaves something for another
day. We worked our way down a ridge and hit a
bank of insidious lantana in the creek which had
to be bashed through. Once through we worked
our way down a ridge but unfortunately we had
to recross the creek and the lantana looked
formidable. Eventually a spot was chosen where
although it was very dense it didn’t go on for too
long and we all emerged scratched and bloodied
on the other side. From here it was a quick
500m or so back to the road and we were soon
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back at camp. Here Coral presented Garry and I with baked potato – yumm!
Coral left us here to go and stay at Lyall’s house. The rest of us again enjoyed chatting around the
campfire before heading off to bed.
The next morning, the weather was overcast and looked a little gloomy but we decided to push on with
plans. 4 people packed up after breakfast to head home, 5 of us were doing another exploratory and
the rest undertaking Coral’s walk along with 2 car loads of newcomers.
Garry and I have often looked at the Spikes from the Mt Britton township and commented on how close
they look. After much studying of Google earth, Garry plotted what looked the best way to tackle them.
As we set off down the road to the Sabbath Calm Battery I thought my pack seemed heavier than usual
but didn’t dwell on it. From here headed up what looked to be a promising ridge. It turned out to be an
ideal ridge which took us to the base of the closest spike. Each time where we thought there would be a
dip, there turned out to be a saddle so we didn’t have to lose much height at all. In places it was steep,
a little like Mike’s Peak and at times we were on all fours but it was worth it. We were at the base of the
spike for morning tea and we soaked up the expansive views. It was here I discovered the reason for
my heavy pack – I still had the rock samples I collected the previous day in it. Duh!
The plan was never to climb the spikes on this walk but to work our way across to the saddle between
them and then around the other side before heading back to camp which would make it a loop walk.
From our smoko spot we picked out the ridge we would probably take back down in the afternoon.
We made it quite easily over to the saddle and it was lovely walking through this section. At the saddle
we enjoyed an early lunch. We decided that because the
morning’s walk had gone so well, the afternoon would
surely be problematic. During lunch we thought the trees
looked to be the right type for koalas and sure enough a
tree right in front of us was sporting what looked to be
fresh koala scratches – photographic evidence is
included.
We headed back around the spike through large fallen
rocks until we picked up the ridge we wanted. Again it
was an ideal ridge to take. It was very steep in places but
Clive kept us energised with his “happy pills” and it
led us straight to where we needed to go. We had to
cross the same creek as the day before but today we
found a spot with no lantana so were through it in no
time. We made it back to the camp by 3pm. Knowing
now that the way there and back is straight forward,
next time we could climb one or two of the spikes on
the day and spend more time poking around.
I found this to be a better way of getting to the Spikes
than the way we usually go from the Quarry. Thanks
Garry for leading us and doing the necessary
homework so it all went so smoothly on the day.
Thanks to everyone who came on the camp and made it so much fun. For 4 people, it was their first
camp with us and I hope it won’t be their last.
Jenny
Homevale Camp– 6-8 June2015
Third day – 8 June 2015
On Monday, I had opted for the easier walk. For a while it looked like Coral & I were going to be the
only ones doing it, but right on time Carole, Karim, Dale, Edie, Frances, Maureen & Di (plus Di’s Mum
& Dad along for a picnic) arrived to join us.
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We parked along the Mt Adder Road to commence our walk at an unnamed creek below the larger
Marling Spike. The creek was dry except for a few waterholes, however, there was much evidence of it
having been in flood at some time recently, with bulrushes &
other vegetation banked up against the trees in the direction of
the water flow. The dryness made it easy walking. We were in
no hurry, so plenty of time for talking and observing the lovely
twisted & gnarled tree trunks. When not talking it was so peaceful
& was lovely to listen to all the bird song. Coral with her wide
knowledge of bird calls, told us there were pardalotes (I didn’t
ever see them), but the Scarlet Honeyeaters were impossible to
miss, as well as a very patient owl which sat motionless for ages before finally getting “jack” of us and
flying off. As well as the birds there were some beautiful coloured beetles.
We ate lunch in the creek bed, but the rocks were not so comfortable that we lingered there long. Coral
& Frances were keen to check out a campsite, which is sometimes used
by the bushwalkers. Our unnamed creek joined Oakey Creek. There we
encountered many Castor Oil (Ricinus) plants, and the conservation side
of our personalities came to the fore, we just had to pull them out –
WildMob would have been so proud of us! In fact, Edie, Maureen & I were
so keen to rid the creek of these poison pest plants that we were almost
left behind. Eventually we caught up to the others where we climbed the
creek bank and found an old four wheel drive track which we followed back to Mt Adder road, all the
time trying to avoid the spear grass.
On reaching the road near a beautiful old fig tree, Coral suggested that she & I could wait there while
the others walked a few kilometres to the cars ...... what a good idea, why waste energy! So we sat on
the side of the road & consumed the last of our food. Di picked us up & we went back to the campsite
while the others drove back to Mackay.
Back at the campsite, the ones who had done the “harder” walk, were already there, they must have
“moved it” as I had expected them to be back quite late. Not being in a hurry, we enjoyed a “cuppa” &
some of Di’s mother’s delicious lemon cake, before heading for the Nebo Junction Roadhouse to refuel
ourselves on chips (best chips in the area).
Thanks to Jenny for leading the camp & to Coral for leading the easy Monday walk.
Penny
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Gooseponds and Beyond
Sunday 14th June
What were they thinking! Edie has decided to let the pictures speak for themselves.

A lovely day if you are a duck or goose!

Look out for the WILDlife!

If we carry our own rainbow maybe the
rain will go away?

We know you are indestructible
but please don't test the electric
fence in the rain!

How on earth will we get
across this water?

Just a bit too wet for a sausage, but a
lovely day was had by all in great
company, and 9 km of exercise.

Who said the goose ponds wasn't a
real bushwalk?
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